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Congratulations!   
 
Ken Martinez took first place in a combat contest that took 
place in Livermore and Eric Einarsson took second place.  
Congratulations and thank you for bringing honor to PCC. 
 
Minutes  -  July 18, 2007 
                                                                             Kirk Phaling 
     Pres. Marco Pinto called the July PCC meeting to order at 
7:45 P.M. As usual for a summertime meeting there was not a 
large attendance. Nor were there any guests present. This 
makes it easier to win a Raffle prize but cuts down on the 
amount of Raffle ticket sales.  But, what's a person to do? 
     RaffleMaster Dennis Lowry introduced the Raffle prizes. 
The main one being an E-Flite electric Mini Edge ARF. Dave 
Santana also donated a profile foam ARF and a toy electric 
helicopter.  Thank you, Dave. 
     Do not forget that the Annual PCC Picnic will be Sunday, 
August 19th.---Be there. 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
 
TREASURER: This vital and necessary report was given by 
Ellsworth Crowell. 
 
SAFETY:  Ken Martinez reported that everyone flying 
appears to be doing it in a safe manner. All looking good--keep 
it up! 
 
FIELD REPORT: Marco Pinto said not much is going on. 
Nothing has been heard from Mr.Deeney regarding the 
grading required to get ready to lay the additional astroturf  

 
along the west side of the runway.  
     The mower is in need of an overhaul and that will be taken 
care of. 
 
MEMBERSHIP: Ellsworth had nothing to report. 
 
FLITE PROFICIENCY:  And nothing to report in this 
category.  
 
OLD BUSINESS:  As reported last month, Joe White, the 
original owner of J & M Hobbies in San Carlos, passed away 
in June. He was a longtime friend of PCC and all hobbyists 
along the Peninsula. Services for him were held at St. 
Gregory's church in San Mateo. Some members of PCC were 
there to honor him.  
     PCC gave a donation to St. Gregory's in memory of Joe.  
PCC has received a letter of appreciation from his wife, 
Marcelle.  Joe will be missed by all of us. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: None. 
 
D.O.M.  &  S.A.D.: None for these, either. 
 
HITS  &  MISSES: Dave Santana reported that he tried 
using a Futaba cord with a Hitec radio for the buddy box and 
that is a big No-No. The buddy box connections for the two 
radios are different and caused smoke to arise. Always check 
out the compatibility when connecting different Tx systems 
together.  
 
SHOW & TELL:  Kirk Phaling had a 1940 designed free 
flight plane which is marketed by BMJR as a laser cut  electric 
radio control model. Has a 30 in. wing and uses a GWS IPS 
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motor geared 5.86:1 using an 8 x 7 prop and 2 cell li-po 450 
ma. battery.  Has a very small 4 chan. rx with 2 - 6 gram 
servos for rudder and elevator.  The plane weighs 7 oz. and is 
tissue covered. Not flown as of meeting night. 
     Oliver Salles had a framed up electric Stearman built from 
a kit. 
     Dave Santana showed his thrift store bought toolbox which 
he will use for his radios. 
     Dennis Lowry had a Dumas Mr. Mulligan rubber powered 
plane . Only the frame work was done. Looked very good at 30 
in. wingspan.  
     Can't remember his name but he had a great looking 
Hyperion ARF with 2 piece wing at 42 in. and retracts. It's 
electric with a 4200 ma. battery. Not quite done yet. 
 
     The meeting adjourned at 8:45 P.M. and was followed by 
the Raffle. Winners were: Neil Leopold ( the Mini Edge), Eric 
Einarsson, Bill, Dennis Lowry, Frank Phelps, and Bruce.  
 
Kirk 
 
A New Wave In R/C 
                                                                                Kirk Phaling 
     How about getting into a new phase of our hobby - one that 
will not cost one single penny.  I'm talking about abstract 
modeling. It will cover every branch one can imagine.  
     Let's organize an AMAC or Abstract Model Airplane Club. 
No dues, no money for a field, no money for gas to get to a 
field, no money for a meeting room, no money for anything.  
     You do not need balsa, glue, motors, fuel, batteries, starters, 
radios, tools, storage areas---not anything.  
     We do not need to join the AMA because no insurance will 
be needed. 
     All you have to do is sit around and think about it. And 
maybe have a cup of coffee.  Sounds like a good idea to me.  
     Just some advance info for you---at the next meeting 
I'm going to sign up charter members for AMAC.  
Actually, I won’t have paper or pen for anyone to actually 
sign---all one has to do is think about it.  So, if you want to be 
a charter member, just think about it.   
I plan on having a special plaque for charter members. 
 It won’t cost me anything to send out because I'll just think 
about it-----as I said, this club will not cost anyone a penny.  
This will open a new frontier in modeling. 
 
The World’s Leading Abstract Modeler 
 
Editor’s Column 
                                                                                 Paul Lum 
Spins 
     Bruce Crawford and Pete Johnson asked me what I 
thought about why Bruce's Typhoon couldn't spin.  
Instead of giving the, "Gee, I don't know" , I answered: 
     “Spins and snaps are kind of strange when attempted 

on different designs.  I had a Big Stik 40 and that plane 
will spin and snap like crazy.  But when I tried to do a 
snap or a spin on a Big Stik 60, that's a different story.  It 
would never snap or spin. So I gave that plane to Mike 
Peck.  The Big Stik 60 flew like an intermediate trainer.  
The general appearance of the two models is identical.    
     At first I thought it might be the wing loading.  The 40 
Stik had around 750 sq. in. and the 60 Stik had 1,000 sq. 
in and they both weighed nearly the same.  But my Ultra 
Stick 60 has 1000 sq in and it spins like crazy.  Won't 
snap, but will spin like crazy.  Only real difference I can 
see between the Big Stik 60 and the Ultra Stick 60 is the 
location of the bulk of the rudder area.  The Big Stik's 
widest section is about 2 or 3 inches above the fuse, 
where the Ultra Stick's widest section is right on the top 
of the fuse.  Also, the area of the fixed part of the vertical 
stabilizer is much larger on the Big Stik than on the Ultra 
Stick.   
     Your Typhoon sounds like my Pizzaz.  It won't spin 
upright but it will spin inverted.  Snaps are nearly 
impossible to do.  I cheat and give right ailerons, up 
elevator and left rudder to do a "snap".   It should be right 
rudder. 
     With some planes, you'll have to try all variations.  Up 
elevator, right rudder, right ailerons.  Then add some 
power, then more power, then release the ailerons, then 
give left ailerons. Try to find a combo that works. 
     But on most airplanes, it seems that the rudder 
becomes more effective when the plane is inverted.  So 
spins are "spinnier" when inverted and negative snaps are 
snappier.  Maybe because 100% of the rudder is in the air 
flow when it's inverted , whereas there might be some air 
flow disruption from the horizontal stab on the rudder 
when the plane is upright. 
     Also, airfoil will affect the plane's ability to snap or 
spin.  If you have a thick wing with a blunt leading edge 
with the center of thickness forward, the wing will be 
more difficult to stall.  A stalled condition on one wing is 
what causes the plane to go into a snap or a spin.  
Sometime you might see pictures where the owner of an 
airplane will put on a piece of balsa on the outboard 
leading edge and this piece will have a sharper leading 
edge.  This'll cause the wing to stall sooner.   
     Also the cord of the wing tip.  Wings with wider cord 
are harder to stall... or go into a spin.  So the best wing 
for a stall or spin will be a thin wing with the thickest part 
of the airfoil further back and with a narrow wing tip, 
with a sharp leading edge, and a flattish airfoil with a 
high wing loading.  Sounds like disaster to me.   
     That's the problem Mike Peck is going through with 
his Extra.  His Extra seems to go into a snap too easily.  
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When you look his wing tip and compare that to my 
Extra's wing tip, it looks like his air foil is a lot flatter.  
But that's why people like that kind of airplanes... they 
snap and spin easily. 
     The other day Mike flew his Extra for the first time 
using flaps.  It looked like he could slow the plane down 
a lot more without going into a snap.  On that theory, a 
drooping aileron will reduce the snapping tendency, what 
would happen if you raised both ailerons on your 
Typhoon?   
     Also, are you really stalling your plane before going 
into a snap?  The proper way of doing a spin is for the 
plane to be flying straight and level.  Throttle back and as 
the plane slows down, the nose will start to point 
downwards.  Pull back on your elevator stick as the plane 
slows down so that the plane stays level.  Soon it will 
slow to a point where the elevator can no longer hold the 
nose up and the nose will drop.  Right after the nose 
drops, deflect all your surfaces in the same direction.   
     Three other things that might make it difficult for the 
plane to spin is if your center of gravity too far forward.  
The other is not enough throw on your control surfaces.  
Also, increasing the plane's weight might make it easier 
to snap and spin. 
     In summary, just try different things and remember 
that some planes just won't spin or snap.” 
 
Paul 
 
Upcoming Events 
 
  August 
     15   Club Meeting, 7:30PM, Millbrae Library 
     19   Annual Club Picnic 
     25   Float Plane Fly @ Lake Hennessey* 
 
  September 
     16   Annual Club Picnic 
     19   Club Meeting, 7:30PM, Millbrae Library 
     29   Float Plane Fly @ Lake Hennessey* 
 
* = Contact Jake Chichilitti for more information. 
 
Pictures  
You can view these in color at    www.flypcc.org

 
(Many thanks to Pete Johnson and Bill Kuhse for 
submitting their pictures) 

    

    
   Pete Johnson, Ellsworth, Marco Pinto, Eric Einarsson and    
   Ken Martinez swap stories. 

    
   Paul's Extra nearly stopped and ready to kick its tail over for   
   a stall turn. 

    
   Mike Nadler savors his cuppa. 
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  This vintage pusher is Martin's go-to aerial photo   
 

   
  Jim Gallagher's NexSTAR descends into the wind.  
 

   
  Bill Kuhse straining his eyes to see his mini electric Ultra   
  Stick.  

    
   Without the red and blue trims, Bill wouldn't be able to see   
   his mini Ultra   

    
   Now Bill could see this airplane... his red Telemaster, 
   and of course, electric. 

    
   Mike Peck nervously readying his Extra for its first flight 
   after replacing the receiver. 
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  Mike Peck nervously readying his Extra for its first flight   
  after replacing the receiver. 

   
  Milton Trigonis with his ever-present smile and with his   
  electric aerobatic airplane. 

   
  Milton's a very good flier so he could keep his airplane close   
  in for some great shots. 
 
 

    
   Milton conversing with his neighbor, John, who he brought   
   along. John's a very interesting person. 

    
   Phil gleaning information from Milton while John looks 
   on. 

    
   Milton runs up the engine on his Ultimate Bipe before its   
   takeoff run. 
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  Throttle up and away it goes. A very agile airplane but  
  Milton said he will try to make the controls more sensitive.   

   
  The Yak doing a close pass just in front of Phil. 
 

   
  A shot of Phil's Yak inverted but without Phil in the scene. 
 

    
   Phil flaring his airplane for a touch and go landing. 
 

    
   The engine on Phil's Yak quit as it was flying low, slow and  
    inverted. It set down in the rough. Only slight damage. 

    
   Eric Einarsson, President Marco Pinto and Enrique Pinto  
   pose for the camera.  
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   Mike, Marco, Andrew and Mike discuss the problem.    Jim Gallagher gets his Hobbico NexSTAR ready for its first   
   flight, on a very windy morning. 

       
   Ken brought lots of planes with him.   Paul does knife edges, rolling turns and other acrobatic  
   maneuvers. 

    
   It was tricky to manage paper plates and hats in the breeze.

   
  Andrew carefully watches his plane.  
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